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Spatial data can exhibit systemic variation

Spatial data is often characterized by specific patterns; local and 
global structures.

Westerholt, R., Resch, B., Mocnik, F. B., & Hoffmeister, D. (2018). A statistical test on the local effects of spatially structured variance. International Journal of 
Geographical Information Science, 32(3), 571-600.



What is (residual) spatial autocorrelation?

We talk about spatial autocorrelation if a spatial data distribution is 
not independent. Models working with such data need to be 
designed & calibrated carefully to account for spatial effects.

𝑦 ~f x + ϵ

Assumed 

iid



What does RSA tell us?

Residual spatial autocorrelation is 
not good or bad per-se, but: 

(1) tells us something about the 
problem at hand and 

(2) can become a problem 
depending on what our goals are.

What follows from RSA in 
our models:

• Causal identification 
assumes iid residuals

• Can prevent 
generalization (spatial 
over- / underfitting)

• Spatial fairness 
concerns
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Is (R)SA an issue in ecological applications?

Yes!

Koenig, W. D. (1999). Spatial autocorrelation of ecological phenomena. Trends in Ecology 
& Evolution, 14(1), 22-26.



Is (R)SA an issue in ecological applications?

No!

Chevalier, M., Mod, H., Broennimann, O., Di Cola, V., Schmid, S., Niculita‐Hirzel, H., ... & Guisan, A. (2021). Low 
spatial autocorrelation in mountain biodiversity data and model residuals. Ecosphere, 12(3), e03403.



Is (R)SA an issue in ecological applications?

…Maybe?

Like with so many real-world scenarios, there is no one-
size-fits-all solution. But what can help are data-centric
methods that incorporate domain expertise.



Geospatial ML × Ecology

How can we make neural networks better at dealing with spatial 
phenomena?

▪ Metrics and statistics for measuring spatial effects
▪ Autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity, clustering, etc.

▪ Spatial representation learning
▪ Learning generalizable embeddings of spatial context

▪ Spatially explicit learning 
▪ Integrating geospatial knowledge into models (auxiliary learning, loss functions,…)

▪ Spatial data engineering and processing
▪ Spatial resolution, spatial coverage, spatial sampling



Does this sound interesting to you?

Applications Methods

I’m always keen to 
collaborate! Reach out 
anytime.🎉

kklemmer@microsoft.com
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